Abstract: Weighted prediction (WP) is a tool introduced in H.264 to improve motion-compensation performance for video sequences with brightness variations. Various WP models to estimate the parameter set have been discussed in the literature. However, no single WP model works well for all types of brightness variations. A single reference frame multiple WP models (SRefMWP) scheme is proposed to facilitate the use of multiple WP models in a single reference frame. The proposed scheme makes a new arrangement of the multiple frame buffers in multiple reference frame motion estimation. It enables different macroblocks in the same frame to use different WP models even when they are predicted from the same reference frame. Furthermore, a new re-ordering mechanism for SRefMWP is also proposed to guarantee that the list of the reference picture is in the best order for further decreasing the bit rate. To reduce the implementation cost, a reduction in the memory requirement is achieved via look-up tables (LUTs). Experimental results show that SRefMWP can achieve significant coding gain in scenes with different types of brightness variations. Furthermore, SRefMWP with LUTs can reduce the memory requirement by about 80% while keeping the same coding efficiency as SRefMWP.
Introduction
H.264 is the latest international video coding standard [1 -3] developed by the ITU-T/ISO/IEC joint video team (JVT), and has been shown to achieve superior coding efficiency. This coding gain mainly comes from new prediction tools. For instance, weighted prediction (WP) first defined in the main and extended profiles is an indispensable tool for coding video scenes containing brightness variations caused by fade in/out effects, camera flashes, camera iris adjustment, and so on. In motion compensation, the current frame is predicted from a reference frame and then only the prediction error is encoded. This simple motion compensation scheme assumes that the brightness of an object in a video scene keeps constant during motion. As a consequence, it fails to detect true motion vectors when brightness variation happens. It increases the number of bits to encode prediction errors.
To improve the coding efficiency for video scenes with brightness variation, weighted prediction can be used to enhance motion compensation by introducing a set of WP parameters [4, 5] , which includes one multiplicative weighting factor W and one additive offset O. They can be assigned to each of the reference frame used to predict the current frame, and the weighted reference frame ( P ref ) is then given by
where P ref is the original reference frame. P ref is used instead of P ref in motion estimation and compensation to alleviate the problem of brightness variations. In motion estimation with WP, the commonly used criterion in determining the temporal prediction block for a given block is the sum of absolute differences (SAD) between two blocks which is defined as SAD = |B P curr (i, j) − BP
where B P curr (i, j) is a pixel in the given block of the current frame, P curr , and BP . In a video sequence with brightness variations, P curr is more strongly correlated to P ref which is scaled by W and O than to the reference picture itself. It results in the fewer bits that are needed to encode P curr . Note that the standard does not define the way to derive WP parameters. Various algorithms for estimating WP parameters have been studied in the literature [4 -8] , and some of them have also been adopted in the H.264 joint model (JM) [4, 7, 8] . The basic concept of [4 -8] is to use global brightness compensation, and it assumes that the brightness variation is uniformly applied across an entire picture or slice. In this situation, one set of WP parameters is sufficiently enough to code efficiently all macroblocks (MBs) in the picture or slice that are predicted from the same reference frame. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that each picture contains one slice only in the following discussion. Various WP methods in [4 -8] can handle diverse fading scenarios in a video sequence and a detailed description will be provided in Section 2.
Unfortunately, brightness variations may be non-uniform in a picture or different types of fading effects may be applied to different video segments. For instance, in the scene with fade-in from white, the brightness variation of blocks with lighter pixels is smaller than that of darker pixels. It implies that a single set of WP parameters might not be sufficient, and this limits the efficiency of WP in scenes with non-uniform brightness variations. Moreover, the performance is unsatisfactory for any single WP model that is needed to support sequences with diverse fading effects. In [9 -11] , weighted parameters are derived and assigned in every MB. This approach, however, induces excessive overhead bits in the encoded bitstream. In this paper, we propose to utilise the structure of multiple reference frames in H.264 in order to facilitate the use of multiple WP models to compensate for non-uniform brightness variations in video scenes or sequences with different fading effects. The proposed technique does not need to explicitly code and transmit the WP parameters to support parameter adaptation at a MB level.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of various WP models. The advantages and disadvantages of different models are also described. The proposed single reference frame multiple WP models (SRefMWP) scheme is then presented in Section 3. Section 4 then describes the use of look-up tables (LUTs) to reduce the memory requirement of SRefMWP. In Section 5, experimental results are shown, which focus on the performance of our proposed SRefMWP over the conventional WP methods in scenes with different brightness variations. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Overview of conventional WP models
The determination of the picture-level WP parameters has to be carried out in an H.264 encoder and the way to derive these WP parameters is outside the scope of the H.264 standard. It is desirable to have a precise and efficient estimation method. Two simple models of using pixel mean values have been adopted in the H.264 JM reference software [4, 5] . They are known as the DC and offset models [4, 5] . In the DC model, the multiplicative weighting factor is calculated as the ratio of the mean value of the current frame, P curr , and the mean value of the reference frame, P ref whereas the additive offset is set to zero. They are represented as follows
In contrast, the offset model [4, 5] simply calculates the offset as the difference between P curr and P ref , and sets the weighting factor to 1, which can be written as
The authors in [6] proved that the DC model is more efficient in coding the scene with fade-in from black or fade-out to black than that with fade-in from white or fade-out to white. It is because the estimated weighting factor would be equal to one after rounding when both of P curr and P ref are very large in the scene with fade-in from white or fade-out to white. But the offset model still can estimate the additive offset from the slight difference between P curr and P ref when coding the scene with fade-in from white or fade-out to white. In addition, the offset model is more suitable for the scenes with flashlight [12, 13] . However, both of the DC and offset models suffer from low coding efficiency in the areas where the differences between the pixel values and the mean value of the frame are large. It is because pixel values are clipped between 0 and 255 which make the frame average changes non-uniformly [6] . In particular, the situation becomes more serious in white fades. In [6] , a determination model that uses the least square technique to optimise error functions is proposed. In the following, it is referred to as the LS model, and its WP parameters can be computed by
The LS model depends on the mean of the product of the current frame and the pixels in the same position in the reference frame. It implies that it is highly sensitive to object motions or camera movements. Consequently, the LS model has the problem of being sufficiently accurate only when true motion vectors are estimated prior to WP parameter estimation [7, 8] . In coding fading scenes, true motion vectors cannot be obtained without true WP parameters. Therefore, (5) solely works well in the scene with low motion activity. For the least mean square (LMS) model [7, 8] 
This model is very effective in video scenes with an artificial fade effect since the derivation of WP parameters is theoretically derived from formulae of applying fading from/to a fixed colour. Otherwise, it might not work well.
3 Single-reference multiple weighted prediction models
There are pros and cons to all the different models described in Section 2. It is therefore expected that no single WP model can cope with all situations of brightness variations. In this section, we extend the usage of multiple reference frame motion estimation (MRF-ME) within the context of weighted prediction in H.264. This would further improve the coding performance for scenes with non-uniform brightness variations or sequences with different fading effects. In MRF-ME [14, 15] , a reference picture index (ref_idx) is coded to indicate which multiple reference frames are used [5] . In WP, a single WP parameter set is associated with each ref_idx, which is encoded in the slice header. If MRF-ME is enabled, more than one WP parameter sets are sent per slice. Fig. 1 , are computed according to (3) for f 0 to f 4 , and their weighted reference frames ( P f i , where i ¼ 0, 1, . . . , 4 in this example) are placed in the multiple frame buffers for motion estimation and compensation, as depicted in Fig. 1 . The WP parameter set applied to the current MB is indicated in ref_idx. By doing so, the decoder can recognise the WP parameter set correctly. Since ref_idx is already available in the bitstream, the use of this index to indicate which WP parameter set for each MB can avoid the need of additional bits, which results in increasing coding efficiency.
However, this default arrangement is based on the hypothesis that brightness variations are global to the image and they affect pixels of equal grey-scale value in the same manner by one particular WP model. It is hereafter referred to as the multiple reference frames single WP model (MRefSWP). In practice, however, brightness variations may be concentrated in different regions of the image and vary spatially. For instance, one region of the picture may be better coded with the DC model while another region may be better coded by using the LMS model. If the WP parameter set is not accurate enough for the current MB, coding efficiency would be reduced due to the surge of prediction errors between the current frame and the reference frame. Thus, it is a key issue to have an appropriate WP model to estimate an accurate set of WP parameters in order to deal with the brightness variation problems. But as aforementioned, different WP models are suitable for different kinds of brightness variations or fading effects. The selection of WP models in advance of WP parameter estimation could not be practical for a variety of reasons. First, a complicated process is needed to detect the existence and types of brightness variations in order to select the most appropriate WP model. For example, fading effects may consist of fade-in from black/ white and fade-out to black/white, and the coding performance is very sensitive to adoption of WP models in various fading effects. To the best of our knowledge, no method in the literature has been proposed to determine the multiple WP models that can be used in H.264. Second, most of the brightness variation detection algorithms in the literature depend on a relatively long window of frames to analyse enough statistics for an accurate detection. For instance, a method in [16] employs the average luminance changes and semi-parabolic behaviour of the variance curve to distinguish various fading effects. A method of using accumulating histogram difference was proposed to detect various fading effects and flashlight [13] . All these methods necessitate the availability of the statistics of the entire fading duration, which induces long delay and is impractical for encoding. Third, even the detector is smart enough to select a particular WP model in the encoded frame. Owing to localised brightness variations, uncovered objects, object movements and camera operations, only a single WP model for a frame cannot perform satisfactorily. For instance, the LS method may be well compensated for most MBs, but the performance is poor and sensitive to some MBs with high motion activity.
Therefore in this paper, we examine the ways to joint use multiple frame buffers and weighted prediction such that more than one ref_idx can be associated with a particular reference picture, and this allows different MBs in the current frame to use different WP parameter sets even when they are predicted from the same reference picture. Fig. 2 shows the new arrangement of the multiple frame buffers for the proposed SRefMWP scheme. In this figure, instead of using a single model to multiple reference frames from f 0 to f 4 , different WP models are applied to a single reference frame, f 0 , for motion estimation and compensation. As DC, offset, LS and LMS models are the most common WP models used for coding scenes with brightness variations and can handle different types of brightness variations, these four mentioned WP models are chosen for compensating each other. Different parameter sets,
, are estimated between the current frame and f 0 . Then, their weighted reference frames are stored in the multiple frame buffers for motion estimation and compensation, as shown in Fig. 2 . These weighted reference frames are associated with different WP parameters. This arrangement allows different MBs in the same frame to employ different WP parameters even when they are predicted from the same reference frame. Again, ref_idx is used to select which WP model has to be used for each MB. An encoder that uses the proposed buffer arrangement can select WP parameters from different models through rate-distortion optimisation (RDO). It can handle various kinds of brightness variations or fading effects in the same picture without the need of the brightness variation detector. Since the proposed algorithm is able to use multiple WP models to the same reference frame, it can also potentially improve the prediction for the scenes with local brightness variation. It is interesting to note that the reference frame without WP is also kept in the multiple frame buffers for handling scenes in which the brightness variations are mainly due to sudden camera motion, but not due to fading. For example, the salient character of a fast camera panning shot induces the luminance change which is caused by abrupt appearance or disappearance of video objects. This scenario always misleads the encoder in its use of WP, but the original reference frame reserved in the multiple frame buffers can avoid this problem. We also consider arranging the reference list of the multiple frame buffers so that the weighted reference frame giving the best prediction comes first in the list. In H.264, the default list of the reference frames is based on display order. The order of this default list is very reasonable due to temporal proximity. In SRefMWP, the encoding results can be improved significantly if more than one WP model is available for motion compensation. In this case, different WP models use the same reference frame, and the default order starting with the most recent frame is no longer applied to the reference list. To solve this, SRefMWP can work with the mechanism of reference list re-ordering defined in H.264. This mechanism allows the encoder and decoder re-ordering the reference list in the best order. In order to determine the best order of SRefMWP, an algorithm is needed to shuffle the reference list. Since fading is always applied over a few seconds, the correlation between frames that uses a particular WP model remains reasonably high. By making use of this property, the proposed scheme determines which WP model is likely to be used in the 8 × 8 blocks of the previously encoded frame, and the probabilities of using various WP models are computed. The reference picture list used in the current frame is re-ordered based on these probabilities so that the WP model that is most likely to be used comes first in the list. In other words, the placement of weighted reference frames in the reference list is sorted according to the occurrence of the probabilities of the 8 × 8 blocks of the previously encoded frame, starting with the most frequently occurring WP models. This allows using shorter codes for ref_idx in the encoded bitstream, which results in further decreasing of the bit rate. It is noted that the statistics of using various WP models of each 8 × 8 block is collected from the previously encoded frame. It means that the decoder can also compute the statistics in order to re-order the reference picture list as the encoder. In this case, it can maintain the consistency between the encoder and decoder without requiring additional signalling.
SRefMWP using pre-calculated LUTs
For MRefSWP and SRefMWP as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, five frame buffers are required for both the encoder and decoder. Consequently, the use of multiple reference frames in MRefSWP and SRefMWP consumes a significant amount of memory. However, portable consumer devices such as camera phones, digital camcorders and mobile media players have limited system memory due to cost constraints. Reducing memory requirement is of great importance for implementing video coding in handheld video devices.
SRefMWP has additional benefit by using multiple precalculated LUTs to replace the multiple frame buffers such that the amount of memory required to store the reference frames can be greatly reduced. In SRefMWP as shown in Fig. 2 , the weighted reference frames in the frame buffers are formed by different parameter sets
). To locate the best matched candidate of the current MB, a number of candidate MBs for each weighted reference frame has to be searched during motion estimation. However, all weighted reference frames are based on f 0 , but only in a modified form with the different weighting parameter sets. To avoid the use of the frame buffers for weighted reference frames, the LUT is generated once per weighted reference frame as shown in Fig. 3 . The entries of each generated LUT store the pixels of the weighted reference frame and can be computed by modifying f 0 with its associated WP parameter set. The parameter sets from DC, OFF, LS and LMS are computed according to (3)- (6), respectively, and four LUTs as depicted in Fig. 3 are formed to support multiple WP models. The pixel value of f 0 is used as the index for these tables. For an 8-bit video signal, the range is limited to [0, 255] . Hence the LUT of 256 entries is sufficient. These LUTs can supersede the frame buffers during the processing of every MB candidate in the weighted reference frames in motion estimation and compensation. When a pixel of the weighted reference frame is needed, instead of accessing the actual weighted reference frame, the encoder or decoder can simply look up the corrected pixels on the table by the index. For example, when accessing candidate MBs in the weighted reference frames in motion estimation, the SAD computations in (2) can be replaced by
where index is the pixel value at the location (i + x, j + y) of f 0 , B f 0 (i + x, j + y), and k represents the multiple WP models including DC, OFF, LS and LMS as illustrated in Fig. 3 . With the help of this arrangement, the encoder only needs to keep reference frame f 0 as well as the four LUTs. The pixel values of f 0 are also used to retrieve the corresponding pixels of the other weighed reference frame in the LUT. The benefit of using LUTs to implement SRefMWP is to reduce the memory requirement in both of the encoder and decoder. Note that each LUT consists of 256 bytes, which is negligible as compared with the size of frame memory. However, MRefSWP is not applicable since it needs multiple reference frames, and their weighted forms are not based on f 0 only.
Simulation results
Various sequences with different characteristics were used for the experiment. 
. For all testing sequences, the frame-rate was 30 frames/s. To simulate various fading effects, the H.264 JM 15.1 [4] was used to encode two-second long 60 frames with four kinds of synthetic fading effects applied to the CIF sequences [5] . These synthetic effects include fade-in from/fade-out to black/white. For 'Flamenco2', it is a centre view extracted from the multi-view sequence where frame 220 to frame 299 is a shot of lights spotting all around a stage with dancers. For 'Mobisode2', frame 42 to frame 51 is a shot of a guy turning on a light in a room which causes natural brightness variation. For 'ShuttleStart', frame 560 to frame 599 is a shot with a rocket getting off the Earth which induces camera iris adjustment. The bitstreams were encoded with IPPP. . . structure based on the simulation conditions defined in [17] by different algorithms. All experiments were conducted using a group of pictures (GOP) length of 60, main profile, five reference pictures, quarter-pel full search motion estimation with search range of +32 pixels, RDO with all seven inter-modes as well as intra-modes and context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding. The encoded bitstreams were encoded by different schemes with a set of four different quantisation parameters (QPs) (i.e. QP ¼ 20, 24, 28 and 32). We incorporated the proposed SRefMWP schemes with and without LUTs into the H.264 JM 15.1 [4] , and let us call them SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs. They are compared with the conventional multiple reference frames single WP model (MRefSWP) schemes. Different models such as DC, Offset, LS and LMS were adopted in MRefSWP for performance comparison, and they are denoted by MRefSWP-DC, MRefSWP-OFF, MRefSWP-LS and MRefSWP-LMS, respectively. All schemes, except SRefMWP + LUTs, access the weighted reference frames stored in the multiple-frame buffers as shown in Figs. 1 and  2 , and fetch the necessary data without further weighting calculation. They both require large memory requirement for both of the encoder and decoder since the multiple weighted reference frames must be maintained in memory. Given a frame of size W × H and N ref weighted reference frames, the memory size requirement is
where a factor of 4 is due to the use of quarter-pel motion estimation. On the other hand, only one picture memory of 4W × 4H for the reference frame f 0 is needed in SRefMWP + LUTs. In addition, an extra 256-byte LUT for each weighted reference frame is pre-computed for implementing (7) and stored in memory. The total size of the memory requirement for SRefMWP + LUTs is Fig. 4b . However, there is no clear winner in Fig. 4a . It is obvious from Figs. 4a and b that by using the proposed SRefMWP Bjontegaard delta peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) (BDPSNR) [18] are summarised in Table 2 . Again, the values of BDBR and BDPSNR are the same for SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs, and they are put in the same column. In Table 2 , it is obvious that SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs can overwhelmingly outperform other MRefSWP schemes as well as 'Without WP'. Table 3 also shows the average percentages of intra-modes being used for all sequences. From this table, we can see that SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs can substantially reduce the number of intra-modes in comparison with other MRefSWP schemes. This can be explained as follows. In SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs, various brightness variations can be compensated by weighted prediction which then increases temporal correlation between frames. Consequently, the temporal redundancy can be exploited more effectively during motion estimation and the coding process is favourable to inter-modes. Hence the inter-modes are more preferable than the intra-modes, resulting in smaller number of intra-modes of the encoded bitstream. As a result, SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs can achieve higher coding efficiency as shown in Table 2 .
The last column of Table 2 also shows the results of SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs without the re-ordering mechanism. With the help of the re-ordering mechanism, it can be seen that SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs can further provide a decrease of BDBR or an increase of BDPSNR. This means that the re-ordering mechanism can help the attainment of shorter codes for coding the reference indices. The additional re-ordering mechanism seems to be very effective to improve coding efficiency for various kinds of fading effects.
For 'Mobisode2', all MRefSWP-DC, MRefSWP-OFF, MRefSWP-LS and MRefSWP-LMS cannot obtain noticeable performance. At most 0.4 dB PSNR improvement over 'Without WP' is obtained, as depicted in Fig. 6 , whereas the proposed SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs can achieve a remarkable gain, about 1.1 dB over the 'Without WP'. In this sequence, the brightness variation does not come from the artificial fading effect. In contrast, it includes a scene with natural brightness variation in which a single WP model is not sufficient to achieve good coding performance. Again, the merit of our proposed schemes is to allow the adaptation of different WP models in the scenario of natural brightness variation. Results of other sequences with natural brightness variations including 'Flamenco2' and 'ShuttleStart' are also shown in Table 2 . It is observed that an average BDBR saving of 33.52% or a corresponding BDPSNR gain of 1.17 dB is achieved by the proposed SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs. Using MRefSWP-DC, MRefSWP-OFF, MRefSWP-LS and MRefSWP-LMS can provide at most an average BDBR saving of 22.86% or a corresponding BDPSNR gain of 0.8 dB. As a result, SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs have superior performance for the sequences with natural brightness variations.
It is interesting to note that SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs have additional advantage of coding a scene with fast camera panning motion. To demonstrate this, a fast camera panning motion without brightness variation in 'Foreman' (from frame 170 to frame 229) was encoded by different schemes. Fig. 7 shows the RD performances of different schemes. MRefSWP-LS gets the worst performance due to its motion-sensitive characteristics. It has at most 2.7 dB drop compared to Fig. 7 . In Fig. 8 , the percentage selection of different WP models of 8 × 8 blocks for this video segment of 'Foreman' accounts for the results in Fig. 7 . It can be easily seen from Fig. 8 that the original reference frame without WP is dominant. In fact, the original reference frame is essential for object movement or camera motion scenes whereas the weighted reference frames are good for brightness variation scenes. The proposed buffer management provides the mechanism to avoid the misuse of weighted prediction in the scene without brightness variation.
Comparison of encoding complexity
In JM15.1 [4] , a partial distortion search strategy is used in nearly all motion estimation options. The partial distortion search provides the optimal result equal to full search with reduced complexity [19, 20] . It rejects impossible candidate motion vectors by means of a half-way stopping technique with partial distortion comparison to the current minimum distortion in a pixel-wise basis. If the current minimum distortion is computed sooner, the impossible candidates will be eliminated faster, which results in deceasing encoding time. In fact, the re-ordering mechanism used in the proposed SRefMWP is also beneficial from partial distortion search since the most likely reference frames are put first in the list. Consequently, the minimum distortion may be computed sooner. To show the complexity of the proposed schemes, the encoding time reduction of various schemes in comparison with 'Without WP' for all test sequences are measured and tabulated in Table 2 . The experiments were performed on an Intel Xeon X5550 2.67 GHz computer with 12 GB memory. It is observed that the savings of encoding time of SRefMWP are mostly larger than those of other schemes. For the SRefMWP + LUTs, except 'Mobisode2', the savings still exist although the look-up process causes an increase in computational complexity. For 'Mobisode2', the encoding time of SRefMWP + LUTs is increased by 2.21% compared to 'Without-WP'. This is due to the property of partial distortion search. It is known that the partial distortion search cannot work well when the minimum distortion gets a smaller value later [19, 20] . This is a scenario with a lower temporal correlation between frames. From Table 3 , this happens in 'Mobisode2' where 29.76% of 8 × 8 blocks being encoded as intra-modes by using SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs. The percentage is relatively large as compared with other sequences, about 4.77 to 21.76% only. It puts a limit on the encoding time reduction of SRefMWP for 'Mobisode2', only 15.01% reduction in Table 2 , but it is still the best among all the tested schemes. However, the encoding time reduction from SRefMWP cannot compensate for the additional complexity due to the look-up process of SRefMWP + LUTs, as shown in Table 2 . Note that all the single model schemes need longer encoding time for coding 'Foreman' from frame 170 to frame 229 in which the scene contains fast camera panning motion. As the partial distortion search strategy is used in the full search inside JM15.1, longer encoding time is expected when irrelevant weighted parameters in the single model schemes are likely to get the minimum distortion later. The proposed SRefMWP and SRefMWP + LUTs can provide remarkable improvement, as shown in Table 2 . According to these results, the proposed schemes obtain the best RD performance among all schemes with reduced computational complexity.
Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed a weighted prediction scheme that utilises the concept of MRF-ME and a new reference re-ordering mechanism to enhance motion-compensation performance for video sequences with various types of brightness variations. Based on the novel arrangement of multiple frame buffers, the proposed scheme facilitates the use of multiple WP models in a single reference frame. It is concluded from the experimental results that the proposed scheme can outperform any conventional WP models in sequences with different types of fading effects and even in scenes with natural brightness variations. In addition, we have also found that our proposed scheme can work with the LUT technique to reduce the memory requirement. Experimental results show that the additional memory is effectively removed by 80%.
Basically, all techniques proposed here can be easily extended to the GOP structure with B-frames. For adopting SRefMWP in backward prediction of B-frames, the same arrangement of the multiple frame buffers in MRF-ME as forward prediction can be directly applied. To further support both forward and backward predictions of SRefMWP + LUTs, the 'index' in (7) is the combination of the pixel values in the forward and backward reference frames. Consequently, the size of LUT is extended to 256 2 bytes. Alternatively, implicit WP can be applied to Bframes after using the proposed scheme in coding P-frames. The implicit WP estimates the weighting factor W by using the temporal distances between the current and reference frames, and sets the offset O as zero. The implicit WP can only work well provided that the quality of P-frames is good, which is successfully achieved by the proposed scheme. Besides, many issues still remain to be investigated in the proposed scheme. For example, one of our future works could focus on techniques to select the representative WP models for coding various video sequences with different characteristics.
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